We propose a at nonlinear placement algorithm FFTPL using fast Fourier transform for density equalization. The placement instance is modeled as an electrostatic system with the analogy of density cost to the potential energy. A wellde ned Poisson's equation is proposed for gradient and cost computation. Our placer outperforms state-of-the-art placers with better solution quality and ef ciency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Placement remains an important role in the VLSI physical design automation [7] with impacts to congestion analysis [16] , clock tree synthesis [10] and routing [11] . Placement quality is usually evaluated by the total half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL), which correlates with timing, power, cost and routability. Traditional placement methods can be generally divided into four categories. Stochastic approaches [15] are usually based on simulated annealing. Despite good solution quality, the runtime is quite long. Min-cut approaches [3] comprises recursive problem partitioning and local optimum solution. However, improper partitioning would cause unrecoverable quality loss. Quadratic approaches [9] , [19] , [20] approximate the net length using quadratic functions which enables gradient-based minimization. By solving the system, cells are dragged away from over-lled regions with quadratic wirelength overhead. Nonetheless, the modeling accuracy remains a long-term issue. Nonlinear approaches [4] , [5] , [8] refer to the algorithms using nonlinear optimization framework. Wirelength and density are modeled by smooth mathematical functions where gradient can be analytically calculated. Due to the high computation complexity, nonlinear approaches usually employ multi-level cell clustering with quality overhead introduced.
In this work, we develop a at nonlinear placement algorithm which produces better and faster solution. The placement instance is modeled as an electrostatic system which induce one density constraint. The electric potential and eld are coupled with density by a well-de ned Poisson's equation, which is numerically solved using fast Fourier transform (FFT). Our algorithm is validated through experiments on the ISPD 2005 benchmark suite.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the previous works and discuss their existing problems. In Section III, we propose a new formulation of the density constraint with numerical solutions. In Section IV and V, we discuss and validate our placement algorithm. We conclude the work in Section VI.
II. ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS AND RELATED WORKS
Placement instance is formulated as a hyper-graph G = (V, E, R) with nodes V nets E and region R. Let V m and V f denote movable nodes (cells) and xed nodes (macros) with |V m | = m. A placer determines all the cell locations v = ( x, y), where x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ) and y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m ) are the horizontal and veritical cell coordinates. v is named as a placement solution. We have the placement region R uniformly decomposed into n × n rectangular grids (bins) denoted as B. The HPWL of each net e is denoted as W e ( v) while the total HPWL W ( v) is the sum of HPWL of all the nets.
Analytic global placement targets minimum total HPWL subject to the constraint that the ratio of cell area to the site area of every bin b (denoted as bin density ρ b ) does not exceed the target density ρ t
As neither the wirelength function W ( v) nor the density function ρ b ( v) is differentiable, smoothing techniques are developed to improve the optimization quality. Wirelength modeling functions can be divided into two categories. Log-Sum-Exp (LSE) wirelength model is proposed in [13] and widely used in recent academic placers [4] , [5] , [8] . Weighted-Average (WA) function is recently proposed in [6] with smaller modeling error compared to that of LSE, the equation for the horizontal wirelength is
[6] shows that the function is strictly convex and converges to HPWL as the smoothing parameter γ approaches zero. Density modeling techniques generally form two categories. Local smoothing functions [13] replaces the piecewise linear original density function with a "bell-shaped" quadratic function [5] , [8] . As only local information is involved, more iterations may be consumed before the solution converges. Global smoothing techniques use elliptic PDE and have many applications in modern nonlinear placers [4] . Global information incorporation enables large-scale cell motion. Helmholtz equation is proposed in [4] as below
where ψ(x, y) is the smoothed density distribution. A unique solution can be produced when the linear factor > 0. However, the smoothing effect becomes sensitive.
Nonlinear global placement formulates the problem as an unconstrained nonlinear optimization. In [5] , [8] the density constraints are relaxed using quadratic penalty method
The approach in [4] assigns all the grid density ρ b with penalty factor λ b . However, this consumes longer runtime.
III. ELECTROSTATIC SYSTEM MODELING
We model the placement instance as an independent electrostatic system for density function transformation. Each node i is converted to a positively charged particle with the electric quantity q i equals the node area A i . Let ψ i and E i denote the electric potential and eld at cell i, We have the potential energy and electric force for each cell as N i = q i ψ i and F i = q i E i , respectively. An example is shown in Figure 1 .
A. Electrostatic Equilibrium
We use electric force for cell movement direction and density equalization. Direct-current (DC) component is removed from the density function such that under-lled regions become negatively charged. Cells locating at positive regions are attracted for neutralization. In the end, the system reaches the electrostatic equilibrium state with zero bin density and potential energy.
B. Potential Energy Computation
Similar to [2] , [4] , we add disconnected " llers" to induce density force for connected cells clotting thus interconnect shortenning. Placement region could be irregular polygon (bounding box R). We name each non-placeable rectangular region within R as a "dark node". Cells are pushed away by the density force when approaching the chip boundary. Also, the area of xed and dark nodes must be scaled down by the target density to globally balance the density force. Let V fc and V d denote the sets of llers and dark nodes and
the potential energy is computed as
C. Density Constraint Formulation
By applying the penalty factor λ, we formulate an unconstrained optimization problem
Compared to the quadratic penalty method [5] , [8] or the multiple constraints [4] , our method has lower complexity and better quality. The gradient vector is ∇f = ∇W + q· E where q and E are the electric quantity and eld vectors of all the cells.
As the electric force always points to the steepest descent of system energy, we could dynamically balance the wirelength and density forces using penalty factors.
D. Well-Defined Poisson's Equation
By Gauss' law, the potential and eld are coupled with density by Poisson's equation.
n is the outer unit normal and ∂R is the boundary of R. ∇ · ∇ ≡ ∂ 2 ∂x 2 + ∂ 2 ∂y 2 is a differential operator. As electric force decreases to zero at boundary to prevent cells from moving outside, we select Neumann boundary condition. The potential integral is set to zero thus Poisson's equation has unique solution.
E. Fast Numerical Solution
We use fast Fourier transform to solve the Poisson's equation [17] . Discrete sine transform (DST) is used to represent the electric eld, which well satis es the Neumann boundary condition. Therefore, potential and density functions are represented by discrete cosine transform (DCT). We rst mirror the function domain from [0, n − 1] × [0, n − 1] to [−n, n−1]×[−n, n−1], then periodically extend it to in nity. The density function can thus be expressed as
where w u = π u n and w v = π v n are frequency components and a u,v are coef cients.
The solution to the potential function can be expressed as
Therefore, we have the electric eld distribution E(x, y) = (E x , E y ) shown as below
The above equations can be ef ciently solved using many FFT algorithms [1] . Suppose we have m cells in the netlist. In each iteration, we reset the grid density using O(n 2 ) time followed by density update using O(m) time due to netlist traversal. The FFT computation consumes O(n 2 log n 2 ) time. In Section IV-A we de ne n = O( √ m) thus the total complexity is essentially O(m log m).
IV. GLOBAL PLACEMENT ALGORITHM
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Fig. 2:
The entire ow of initial, global and detail placement.
The ow of the entire placement optimization is shown in Figure 2 . The initial placement solution x ip is based on quadratic wirelength minimization using bound-2-bound (B2B) net model [18] . The global placement problem is solved using nonlinear Conjugate Gradient (CG) method. After global placement completes, all the ller cells are removed from the solution x gp , which is then legalized and discretely optimized using FastDP [14] . with greedy ipping [3] .
A. Self-Adaptive Parameter Adjustment
Grid dimension n is statically determined before the global placement based on the number of cells m = |A m |. As required to be power of 2 in [1] , we set n = log 2 √ m with upper-bound of 1024.
Step length correlates with the search interval of which the length is dynamically updated. The initial value is determined as α max 0 = 0.044w b , where w b is the grid width. The search interval is iteratively updated as α max k = max(α max 0 , 2α k ) and α min k = 0.01α max k . Penalty factor is initially set as [5] , [8] . Unlike those methods with 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120% 1.0E+7 . Density over ow is used to terminate the global placement process Similar to Eq. (11) in [5] , we use the density over ow τ as the stopping criterion The global placer terminates when τ ≤ 10%. As illustrated in Figure 3 (a), system energy is consistent with the density over ow. Wirelength coef cient is used together with WA model [6] to smooth the HPWL as Figure 3 (b) shows. The smoothing parameter γ is larger at early time to encourage global movement and smaller at later iterations to enable movement of only HPWL-insensitive cells. We set the smoothing parameter as γ = 8.0w b × 10 20/9×(τ −0.1)−1.0 .
B. Global Placement
The detail ow of our global placement method FFTPL is shown in Algorithm 1. We solve the Poisson's equation at line 5 by FFT library call [1] . The global placement solution x gp is output to the legalizer and detail placer at line 13.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We implement our algorithm using C programming language and execute the program in a Linux operating system with Intel i7 920 2.67GHz CPU and 12GB memory. In our experiments, we use the benchmark suite from [12] . The target 
Categories
Min-Cut Quadratic Nonlinear Placers Capo10.5 [3] FastPlace3.0 [20] APlace2 [8] NTUPlace3 [5] mPL6 [4] FFTPL Circuits [12] #Cells if τ k ≤ 10% then 10: x gp = x k , break 11: end if 12: end for 13 : return x gp placement density ρ t is set to be 1.0 for all the benchmarks. There is no parameter tuning towards speci c benchmarks.
We include ve cutting-edge placers for performance comparison with their source code or binary obtained. All the results are shown in Table I . On average, our placer improves the total wirelength by 13.58%, 5.14%, 10.24%, 7.20% and 3.62% over Capo10.5 [3] , FastPlace3.0 [20] , APlace2 [8] , NTUPlace3 [5] and mPL6 [4] , respectively. Compared to the published results in RQL [19] and SimPL [9] , our placer produces better solutions in six and seven out of the totally eight benchmarks, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a at nonlinear global placement algorithm with improved quality and ef ciency. The placement instance is modeled as an electrostatic system, where electric potential and eld are computed using Poisson's equation. In future, we will extend our algorithm to parallel platform and other design objectives (timing, congestion, etc.).
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